City of Riverside
Design Review Board
REQUIRED PLANTING
AND STAKING DETAILS

Prevailing Wind

Lodgepole Pine Stake
Tree Trunk
Galv. Nail

Tire Strip Tie

2" Lodgepole Pine Stake
Plastic Trunk Guard such as Arbor-Gard, as mfg'd by deep root Corp.

* See Standard Planting detail for planting info.

NOTE: Stakes shall not pierce rootball & shall extend into undisturbed soil.

Undisturbed Soil

NOT TO SCALE

8'6" Min.

6" min.

1/3 Rootball Depth

4" Minimum

Set Rootball from 2" max to 1/2" min. higher than adjacent finish grade.

Watering basin

Finish Grade

Undisturbed soil (typ)
Fertilizer Tablets (Per Specs)

Backfill (per specs)

2x Rootball